Why support LF Energy?

LF Energy brings open source practices and software to the energy sector, building alliances among stakeholders and creating solutions for the power systems of the 21st century. LF Energy provides open frameworks and reference architectures that bring complementary projects to one central home. LF Energy’s goal is to create collaborative solutions that are compatible and support the entire power systems ecosystem from generation and aggregation to transmission, distribution, and demand reduction and flexibility services.

LF Energy is a growing community supported by the world’s leading utilities, system operators, system integrators, technology vendors, academic institutions, and end user organizations to accelerate the global energy industry transition to become efficient, sustainable, and distributed power systems. Those at the forefront of grid modernization recognize that by moving to a distributed architecture, the industry must build capacity in digitalization and open source. Central to LF Energy’s mission is the education, training, and community ecosystem building critical to achieving collaborative and shared innovation.
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- Logo on the LF Energy Technical Architecture Workshop website, with a link to your company website
- Logo in the online event platform
- Logo included on the “Thank You to Our Sponsors” slide during event kickoff and closing
- Email Recognition: Logo in the footer of attendee communications
- Post-Event Email Blast: One email to opt-in list to be sent by the event organizers

Contact info@lfenergy.org to secure your sponsorship today. www.lfenergy.org